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The Importance of Learning about the Offshore Wind Industry

• Ignorance is not bliss!
• It’s important to receive facts not fiction or rumors about this industry.
• I have intentionally learned as much as possible about the Offshore Wind Industry and encouraged others to do the same by attending educational and informational workshops, seminars, and events.
WindIgnite Event
hosted by NJAWBO & Rutgers EcoComplex at the Clean Energy Innovation Center in Bordentown, NJ (11/9/23)

Pictured: (left) NJAWBO member Robin Tabakin and the panel of Developers; (right) Bertha Robinson - NJAWBO president, Robin Tabakin - Public Policy Liaison, Diana Glinos - Bluepoint Wind and Mamie Tolbert - NJAWBO president-elect)
OSW Lunch & Learn Event
hosted by NJAWBO in collaboration with Local Content
in South Orange, NJ (11/29/23)

Pictured: NJAWBO members, supporters along with Glenn Vickers and some of his Local Content team at a woman-owned restaurant in South Orange
• By embracing community engagement, the offshore wind industry can forge a future powered by trust, sustainability, and shared prosperity. We can harness the wind's energy not just for clean power, but also for building stronger communities.

• Remember, offshore wind is not just about turbines – it's about people. Let's make sure they're not just impacted but empowered by the winds of change.

• Get involved! Advocate for strong community engagement practices in the offshore wind industry. Together, we can build a future where clean energy and thriving coastal communities go hand in hand.

• Thank you!